
 

 

CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

Analyzing ideationalmetafunction of a text means to answers some 

questions: who appears in the text? What is happening, and where, when, and how 

is that happening. The answer to those questions is in the evaluation of transitivity 

related to concepts of process, participant and circumstance and it also be the 

research questions of this study. The conclusions of the answers of those 

questions are: 

1. The characterized Process Type of the president Donald John Trump's 

Presidential Inauguration Speech is Material Process. It reaches 59,79 % as 

the highest frequency of occurrence in the speech. The ideationalmeaning 

that realized by materialprocess as the dominant type of Process found in 

the speech is the president used a variety of material process choices to 

indicate the physical activity will be taken to change and to fix America and 

to represent the physical roles of other parties that have been the reason why 

America needs to be fixed.  

2. The characterized participantfunctions of the president Donald John 

Trump’s presidential inaugurationspeech is the participants of 

materialprocess named actor and goal. They are mentioned 151 times and 

take 53,55% of the total Participant. The ideationalmeaning realized by 

actor and goal as the most dominant participantfunctions that appear in the 

speech is the president, encourage all of the people of America to unite to 

take actions. The president, the government and the public act materially on 



 

 

another participant volitionally to reach the goal which is to make America 

great again. 

3. The characterized Circumstantial Element of the president Donald John 

Trump’s presidential inaugurationspeech is location, for both sub-type place 

and time. There are 27 circumstances of place-location found in the speech 

and 15 circumstances of time-location found in the speech. The 

circumstances of place andtime indicate that president Trump's concerns on 

the domestic issues rather than building cooperation with other countries 

and the action will be taken immediately. 

The study has resulted in some beneficial findings. The research questions 

have been answered. Drawing on the framework of Halliday's Systemic 

Functional Linguistics as the theoretical framework for this study has been 

suitable for providing the conception for analysis that has met the research 

objectives. Transitivity analysis gives the representation of the intentions of 

president Donald John Trump which is his concern is mainly about how to start 

making changes to America to be better than the previous administration. The 

representation of president Trumps views could be realized through different 

Process Types, Participant Roles and Circumstantial Element. It takes into 

account of the paradigmatic conception of language where each choice made by 

him plays an essential function.  

The current study has rendered an investigation on the construction of 

president Donald John Trump’s inauguration speech. It has been achieved through 

the analysis of Transitivity element which is the realization of Ideational 

metafunction. Therefore, this study can open a window for further studies. The 



 

 

current data can also be employed to analyze the other two metafunctions; 

interpersonal and textual which may depict another value of meaning that is how 

the messages of speeches organized can be uncovered. 

 


